Invitation
To view our packaging system for long items and visit our
new CompetenceCenter Packaging
We warmly invite you to view our packaging system for long items and visit the wide
range of packaging solutions at our new CompetenceCenter Packaging.
Please arrange an appointment in CW 45 or 46 by contacting us via the following
telephone number or email address:
+49 (0)5248 8110 864 or marina.schabos@becker-sondermaschinenbau.de

Days for awnings and roller shutters
Your advantages with the packaging system CONSTA® CS12:
-

The modular design of the system, which is made from various standard
components, allows for a wide range of variations that you can adapt to suit your
requirements.

-

The system can be automatically adjusted to another box size within a short
setup time.

-

Full automatic system changeover to different dimensions

-

The individual closure geometry of the box can be realised with the use of a
suitable tool.

Exhibited machine:

Possible die-cutting performance of the CONSTA® CS12
Approx. 6 cuts per min. with a length of 1000 mm
Approx. 4 cuts per min. with a length of 2800 mm
Approx. 2 cuts per min. with a length of 6500 mm

The following machines can be viewed, among others, at our
CompetenceCenter Packaging and, if necessary, used for packaging trials:



Becker contour die cutter CS
Cardboard die cutter for producing custom packaging with variable lengths for long
items.



Panotec box print system
Individual labelling system, including images and logos, in batch size 1.



Becker folding table FT 20
Fold-up aid for handling blank cuts of packaging for long items (e.g. awnings and roller
shutters).



Becker cutting machine ZA 530
Cutting machine ZA for cutting roll material (e.g. foam fleece) for protecting sensitive
surfaces.



Panotec Compack 1.4 08/10 1CL SbS cardboard cutting machine for smaller product
sizes with automatic cardboard changers.



Semi-automatic strapping machine
Automatic belt threading, automatic belt ejection in the event of flawed strapping



Robatech handheld hot glue applicator

